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Abstract

This paper proposes a method for generating realis-
tic calligraphic Kanji character images from on-line data.
The proposed method is an improvement of our former
method presented in [1]. Our new method can cope also
with connected on-line strokes, i.e., stroke number varia-
tions, which were not correctly painted in our previous
method. The new method decomposes strokes into three
different parts (end part, bend part, connecting part), and
paints each part according to a prototypical shape as-
signed to it from a calligraphic stroke shape library.

Our generated calligraphic off-line images serve two
purposes: First, they provide additional training samples
for off-line recognition. Second, they allow application of
off-line methods in on-line recognition. This paper also
presents some experiments for these purposes.

1. Introduction

The availability of sufficient training patterns is an es-
sential requirement for designing high-performance clas-
sifiers for character recognition. Collecting large quanti-
ties of genuine patterns is a time and money-consuming
process (especially for large character sets of Oriental
languages [2]), so that utilizing artificially generated
training patterns represents an interesting, cheaper alterna-
tive.

A straightforward approach for generating artificial
patterns is to apply geometrical transformations to genu-
ine off-line images ([3],[4]). Another possibility is to
decompose images into several logical components and to
apply different transformations to each component based
on a generative model. This generates new characters with
different relational structures ([5]-[7]).

Our approach is to utilize existing on-line databases for
off-line recognition. In our previous work [1], we intro-
duced three different methods for generating bitmap char-
acter images from on-line data: constant line painting
mode, proportional mode (stroke thickness depends on

writing speed), and calligraphic mode. In calligraphic
mode, we combine on-line data with a calligraphic stroke-
shape library. This off-line library contains shapes of
strokes written by writers using different writing tools. By
combining stroke-patterns written by brush we can gener-
ate calligraphic characters for on-line data. Our previous
calligraphic painting mode ([1]; 3.2) is based on primitive
stroke identification (PSI). Each elementary stroke is
classified and painted using the appropriate shape from
the stroke-shape library. For strokes not assigned to any
prototype in the library, a default stroke pattern is applied.

Section 2 of this paper introduces a new calligraphic
mode. Section 3 demonstrates some experiments using
patterns generated by our new method. Section 4 summa-
rizes our results and discusses future work.

2. Calligraphic painting mode based on
stroke components classification (SCC)

Our previous method PSI was based on recognition of
stroke-types. A decomposition of off-line Kanji characters
into strokes is natural since strokes are the basic compo-
nents of Japanese and Chinese characters.

The discrete stroke type of a neatly written character
can usually be successfully recognized, but when the
character is written quickly or in some non-elementary
calligraphic style, strokes are often connected and thus
cannot be classified.

In our improved method, we solve this problem by di-
viding strokes into several parts. Each part is classified
into one of three classes: “end parts”, “bend parts”, and
“connecting parts” according to the following definitions:

(a) Each stroke has just two end parts: head and tail.
(b) The part with high curvature are called bend

parts
(c) Bending and ending parts are connected to each

other by so-called connecting parts

The stroke-shape defining parts are mainly end parts
and bend parts because writing direction, pressure, or pen
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posture often significantly changes in these parts. We
detect end parts and bend parts of each stroke, classify
them to appropriate subclasses, and paint them using a
pattern from the stroke-shape library.

2.1. Bending points

2.1.1. Detection of bending points

To use local characteristics, such as the first and sec-
ond derivation, is inappropriate, because strokes are not
continuous functions and are often distorted by local
noise. However, we can find bend parts of strokes in a
way similar to detecting points with the maximum dis-
tance from a chord. This algorithm, which is described
below, is robust against local noise and is used in several
variations in many on-line recognition systems [8],[9].

(a) Initialize: A = head of stroke; B = tail of stroke

(b) Find Point C which has the maximum distance
to the Chord AB

(c) If the distance d(C,AB) is higher than a given
threshold, add Point C to the set of bending
points and find the points with the maximum
distance for Chord AC and Chord CB recur-
sively {goto (b)}

Figure 1 shows several trajectories together with their
recorded points and their bending points, which are
boldly printed.

Figure 1. Detection of bending points.

2.1.2. Classification of bending points

We define four types of stroke bends as shown in
Figure 2. Three corner bends Sa, Sb, Sc and one round
bend Rabc. We don’t need to define more than one type of
round bends because stroke width is approximately the
same for wide and narrow round bends when being writ-
ten by brush.

These four types are sufficient to describe the most
important differences of stroke width in bend parts.

Let each stroke be a sequence of n sampling points:
stroke={a0; a1;...; an}. Lets rename the indices of this
sequence as follows: stroke={A0; a0,1;…; a0,k0; A1;
a1,1;…; a1,k1; … ... An-1,; an-1,1;…; an-1,kn-1; An}, where
Ax= ax,0; x∈0..n; are recorded points detected as bending
points or end points; ax,y , y≠0, are all other sampling

points. (Figure 3) Then each bending point is classified
according to the following three features (one global, and
two local features):

Figure 2. Examples of four bends. Corner bends (Sa)
(Sb), (Sc) and round bend (Rabc ).

(a) Global angle α: An angle subtended by
neighboring bending points: α = (Ai-1)(Ai)(Ai+1), see
(Figure 4.α). This global feature distinguishes three
types of corner bends (Sa) (Sb), (Sc).

(b) Local angle β: An angle subtended by the
neighboring points (ai-1,k)(Ai)(ai,1), as shown in Figure
4.β. This local feature distinguishes the corner bends
(Sa) and (Sb) from a round bend (Rabc). However, it is
highly sensitive to noise because the definition of an-
gle β is based only on three sampling points. More-
over, this feature cannot distinguish a corner bend (Sc)
from a round bend (Rabc) (An example follows in the
next paragraph.) 

(c) Local angles ω defined by the change of stroke
direction in bending points, normalized to the change
of direction in two neighboring bending points.
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=(βi-1/2+βi+1/2)-β; see Figure 4.ω. If a bend is smooth
(type (Rabc) from Figure 3) ω converge to zero, be-
cause for the round bend β=βi-1=βi+1 ⇒ ω =0°. For a
corner bend the value of an angle ω grows: ω≅180-β.
The difference between Feature (c) and Feature (b) is
illustrated in Figure 4.ω. Feature (b) is the same for
the smooth stroke sequence AXYZ and sharp se-
quence OXYZ ; β=120°; but Feature (c) differs: for
OXYZ ω≅180-120=60°, and for AXYZ ω≅0°.

The recognition scheme using these three features for
classifying into four classes is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 3. Stroke with three bending points: Ai-1 ; Ai ; Ai+1.

Figure 4. Graphical description of features (α), (β), (ω).

An example of classification based on feature vector
v(α,β,ω) can be seen in Fig.5: All bending points of Fig.1
have been classified to the subclasses defined in Fig.2.

Figure 5. Classification of bending points to the sub-
classes defined in Figure 2. Symbols (square, circle, etc.)
used for marking bending points are defined in Figure 2.

Patterns added to the stroke-shape library and used for
bend parts can be seen in Figure 7 (original patterns)
and Figure 8 (normalized patterns). More information on
these patterns is given in Reference [1].

Figure 6. Recognition schemes for bending points.

Figure 7. Stroke image templates of bend parts.

Figure 8. Normalized stroke images from Figure 7.

2.2. End points

Detection of end points is straightforward because they
correspond to the heads and tails of strokes. We only need
to recognize their types and to paint them using appropri-
ate template-bitmaps from our stroke-shape library.

For classification of end points we use a slightly modi-
fied version of our algorithm for classifying entire strokes
([1], paragraph 3.2.3). The input to this algorithm, which
is based on directional vectors, is the part from the ending
point to the nearest bending point of a stroke. The recog-
nized stroke type is always a straight type, because end
points are directly connected with bending points. De-
pending on the end point (head or tail), we use the appro-
priate half of the library shape for painting.

Figure 9. Recognized end parts (boldly painted).

2.3. Comparison of SCC and PSI.

PSI should be preferred to SCC, because PSI is based
on elementary strokes, which are natural components of
Japanese and Chinese characters. If, however, strokes are
connected and stroke recognition does not work, SCC
should be used.

Figure 10. Strokes visualized by SCC.
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3. Experiments.

Our generated patterns have two purposes: to provide
more samples for off-line recognition, and to apply off-
line methods to on-line recognition. The following section
describes our experiments for underpinning the benefits of
our methods regarding these purposes.

3.1. Generating samples for off-line recognition.

We generated four training sets from a subset of the
Nakayosi on-line database [10], (using constant mode,
proportional mode, PSI, and SCC). Each set contains 150
samples for 3036 categories respectively (2965 Kanji, 71
Hiragana). The size of the generated patterns is 96x96
pixels. The fifth training set contains real off-line patterns.

We trained an off-line recognizer with these five train-
ing sets. This recognizer represents each character as a
256-dimensional feature vector. Every input pattern is
scaled to a 64x64 grid by nonlinear normalization and
smoothed by a connectivity-preserving procedure. The
normalized image is then decomposed into 4 contour sub-
patterns, one for each direction. A 64-dimensional feature
vector is extracted from each contour pattern as its convo-
lution with a blurring mask (Gaussian filter).

A pre-classification step precedes the actual final rec-
ognition. Pre-classification selects 50 candidates with the
shortest Euclidian distance between their mean vectors
and the test pattern. The final classification uses a modi-
fied quadratic discriminant function (MQDF2), developed
by Kimura [11] from traditional QDF.

We tested our recognizer trained with different data
on two test sets containing real off-line patterns. Test1 is
from ETL9b, Test2 from JEITA-HP database. Our
achieved recognition rates are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Recognition rates of real off-line data by training
with generated data and genuine off-line data.

Painting mode for on-line data off-line

train constant proportion PSI SCC ---

test1 91.82 94.68 95.75 95.97 97.75

test2 88.78 92.63 93.61 93.89 95.53

We can see in this experiment that PSI and SCC out-
perform constant and proportional painting mode, because
they generate samples more similar to real characters.

3.2. Off-line methods for on-line recognition.

In this experiment we divided each of four training sets
(from experiment 3.1) into a training set (100 samples per
category) and a test set (50 samples per category), so that
training and test data were generated by the same method.
In Table 2 we can see that the recognition rate is decreas-
ing for sophisticated methods PSI, SCC, which generate

more realistic patterns. One of the reasons for this is that
extracting features from strokes of constant width is sim-
pler than extracting information from more complicated
shapes.

Table 2. Online recognition rates by off-line method with
four painting modes

Mode constant proportional PSI SCC

Rec.rate 95.25 95.12 94.36 93.50

4. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a new method for generat-
ing realistic character patterns. SCC can visualize also
connected strokes, which is a problem for PSI. In an
experimental section we proved that PSI & SCC generate
more useful patterns for training off-line recognizers.

In our future work, we will combine on-line and off-
line data in a training set and we will investigate how
adding on-line data can improve recognition rate.
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